Class: 5th

Date: 23rd May, 2020

Subject: English “Weavers”

Lesson -2

Today's. Topic
Read Lesson 2, Aerodynamic Mishap, watch video.
Learn and write word meanings in your fair notebook.

Class: 5th

Subject: Science

Chapter-Bones and muscles
Q 1 Why is skeleton necessary?
Ans Skeleton is necessary because it gives shape and support to the body and it
protects the delicate internal organs.
Q2 What are involuntary muscles?
Ans muscles that move without our will are called involuntary muscles. Such as
muscles of intestine and stomach.
Q3 What is joints?
Ans A place where two bones meet in our body are called joints.
Q4 Mention four functions of skeleton?
Ans The four function of a skeleton are as follows1. It gives definite shape and size to the body.
2. It gives support to our body.
3. It protects the delicate organs of the body.
4. The bones are attached to the muscles. So, it helps us to move.
Learn and write in fair notebook.

Class-5th

Subject - S. St.

Chapter-7 (The Temperate Grassland: The Prairies).
Topic- Climate and vegetation of the Prairies
Watch the video and answer the following questions:
Q. 1 What is Chinook?
Ans. Chinook is the local wind blowing in the Prairies Grasslands.

Q. 2 Name the two major rivers which provide water in Prairies Grassland.
Ans. Mississippi and Missouri are the major rivers which provide water in
Prairies Grassland.
Q. 3 Name the main crops grown in Prairies region.
Ans. Maize, wheat, barley, rye, oats, potatoes, soya bean, cotton, alpha-alpha
and nutrition grasses are the main crops grown here.
Q. 4 Why Prairies are also known as "Wheat Basket" of the world?
Ans. Prairies are also known as "Wheat Basket" of the world because wheat is
the main crop grown here and produced in large quantity.
Q. 5 What are Ranches?
Ans. Ranches are large cattle farms in Prairies.
# Learn and write in notebook.

Class -5th

Subject -Hindi

पा ठ-4 हम र तिरं ग

To write and learn question answer of lesson -4.

Class: 5th

Subject: Maths

LCM by Short Division Method (Short Cut Method)
Step 1 Arrange the given numbers in a line in any order.
Step 2 Divide by a number which divides exactly at least two of the given
numbers and carry forward the numbers which are not divisible.
Step 3 Repeat the above process till no two of the numbers are divisible by the
same number
other than 1.
Step 4 The product of the divisors and the undivided numbers is the required
LCM of the given
numbers.
For example Find the LCM of 20, 30, and 50 by short division method.
Solution.

2 | 20, 30, 50
5 | 10, 15, 25
| 2, 3, 5
So, LCM = 2×5×2×3×5 = 300

Q. 1 Find the LCM of the given numbers using short division method in the note
book.
(a)

25, 30

(b) 32, 48

(c)

(d)

28, 42, 56

(e)

(f) 64, 72, 96, 108

Class: 5th

75, 100, 150

Subject: G.K.

Q. 1 Who is known as the father of Indian constitution?
Ans. Dr. Bhimrao Ambedkar.

42, 70

Q. 2 Which is the longest river on the Earth?
Ans. Nile
Q. 3 What is the full form of PIN?
Ans. Postal Index Number
Q. 4 What is the capital of Punjab?
Ans. Chandigarh
Q. 5 Name the first women to climb the Mount Everest twice?
Ans. Santosh Yadav
Q. 6 How many players are there in a cricket team?
Ans. 11
#Learn and write in notebook.

